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Ready for some FUN, NEW, RESULTS-GETTING
workouts that you can do anywhere, any time?

We’ve got the perfect tool to keep your workouts
feeling fresh, challenging, and right on-track.

It’s the Mix & Match Workout Builder! 
We created it to help you with workouts that:

       Are fast
       Are effective
       Can be done at home, at the track, in the     
       studio, or on the road
       Require minimal equipment

PLUS … these workouts will keep you feeling
energized, fit, and strong.

For even more motivation, tips, and inspiration,
be sure to join our Facebook Group if you’re not
already a member: 
 www.facebook.com/groups/totalwellnessforyou

At Total Wellness For you, we help our clients
create a lifestyle that helps them live each day
to its fullest!
 
Let’s get moving!

Coach Michelle
Michelle@TotalWellnessforYou.com
www.TotalWellnessForYou.com

WELCOMEWelcome
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https://www.facebook.com/groups/totalwellnessforyou


We used a time-tested formula to create your Mix & Match
Workout Builder. The workouts are specifically sequenced
in a way that will:

in a short amount of time, helping you to become fitter,
faster.

That’s because the workouts are designed around
metabolic conditioning circuits that use a technique called
peripheral heart action training.

The circuits are incredibly effective because they make
your body go into overdrive as you switch between
exercises that work your upper body, core, and lower body.

THE KEY: Keep moving at a pace where you can still keep
great form - but also feel challenged.

Rev your heart rate (and metabolism),
Strengthen your muscles, and
Help burn fat…

HOWHow
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THE MIX & MATCH BUILDER WORKS

MIX & MATCH WORKOUT BUILDER 



Catherine
Since working with Total Wellness for You, I
have found a sustainable way to become
healthy, lose weight, and reverse my sleep
apnea and high blood pressure. I am now 40
pounds lighter and I feel like a completely
different person. I have become stronger both
physically and mentally. The energy I have now
is amazing and I feel really empowered when I
can accomplish something I wouldn’t have
even attempted before!

AMAZING RESULTS.
Our Clients Get

David
Before working with Total Wellness for You, I
was overweight, tired, and lethargic. My poor
health was negatively affecting my mood and
stress levels. I have 3 boys that desperately
wanted to play with me, but I did not always
have the energy or patience. After just a few
months, I regained energy and handle daily
stress so much better. I am now very active in
my boy's life.
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CARDIO EXERCISE
(30-60 seconds)

MIX & MATCHMix & Match
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YOUR

MIX & MATCH WORKOUT BUILDER 

CIRCUIT FORMULA

REST
(30 seconds)

UPPER BODY EXERCISE
(30-60 seconds)

REST
(30 seconds)

LOWER BODY EXERCISE
(30 seconds)

REST
(30 seconds)

CORE EXERCISE
(60 seconds)

REST
(1 minute)

REPEAT ALL
(desired amount of time)



CARDIOCardio
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SAMPLE

MIX & MATCH WORKOUT BUILDER 

EXERCISES

BRISK WALKING, JOGGING, 
OR SPRINTING JUMPING JACKS

PUNCHES KICKS (SWITCHING SIDES)

SIDE SHUFFLE SPEEDBAG

MOUNTAIN CLIMBERS BURPEES

KETTLEBELL OR 
DUMBBELL SWINGS

TREADMILL, BICYCLE 
OR ELLIPTICAL INTERVALS

SKATERS HIGH KNEES

FAST FEET LATERAL JUMP

https://media.giphy.com/media/ckMk3RKUK29lziaspI/giphy.gif
https://media.giphy.com/media/Icv3ELVdc2D6NcwWm2/giphy.gif
https://media.giphy.com/media/4acW5ZrEoFzaX5kVPe/giphy.gif
https://media.giphy.com/media/Jmal4FUrHggfITICnv/giphy.gif
https://media.giphy.com/media/S5oAD30yVUzS22cK7d/giphy.gif
https://media.giphy.com/media/Tg0YvAjFSVTSO7BwJ0/giphy.gif
https://media.giphy.com/media/1n59T3BEQ0Q8IJHZQx/giphy.gif
https://media.giphy.com/media/VmxzbcqNRAhtC/giphy.gif
https://media.giphy.com/media/VmxzbcqNRAhtC/giphy.gif
https://media.giphy.com/media/VmxzbcqNRAhtC/giphy.gif
https://media.giphy.com/media/wqMYREwqjGeIYbtuBK/giphy.gif
https://media.giphy.com/media/62aGqZoUJYtPsl0Hb0/giphy.gif
https://media.giphy.com/media/L2U26zLyt2xU2cpIoG/giphy.gif
https://media.giphy.com/media/1rPpBwdOfcqAQmXH8m/giphy.gif


UPPER BODYUpper Body
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SAMPLE

MIX & MATCH WORKOUT BUILDER 

EXERCISES

PUSH-UPS

TRICEP DIPS

PULL-UPS

DEAD HANG

DUMBBELL ROWS

DUMMBELL OVERHEAD PRESSES

CHEST PRESS

DUMBBELL BICEP CURLS

REVERSE FLYS

FRONT RAISE

https://media.giphy.com/media/u0bxtw7oGJX8zIBPCD/giphy.gif
https://media.giphy.com/media/yr17KHeCtKgjGE1SMb/giphy.gif
https://media.giphy.com/media/k6x4uQK3eb22iwQYeF/giphy.gif
https://www.healthline.com/health/fitness-exercise/dead-hang
https://media.giphy.com/media/7NjOhn6pM3lnYP6kmt/giphy.gif
https://media.giphy.com/media/d8dJIDZcBbb6dIjXfx/giphy.gif
https://media.giphy.com/media/5kFW9nOrLTmNDm9Mhj/giphy.gif
https://media.giphy.com/media/1jaMgsSZJqAhB14hn0/giphy.gif
https://media.giphy.com/media/zBvSThvnE0Cj2ikfTC/giphy.gif
https://media.giphy.com/media/5UBoCszZjllWhufNtK/giphy.gif


LOWER BODYLower Body
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SAMPLE

MIX & MATCH WORKOUT BUILDER 

EXERCISES

SQUATS LUNGES

DONKEY KICKS WALL SIT

GLUTE BRIDGES DEADLIFTS

JUMP SQUATS STEP UPS

https://media.giphy.com/media/3ohs7UGL5BdMRMstzi/giphy.gif
https://media.giphy.com/media/cXHxOJu8vEwhoApxjy/giphy.gif
https://media.giphy.com/media/kGzm9DAE7chONMdCzl/giphy.gif
https://media.giphy.com/media/WOMf2YUgi1yiUIbbWm/giphy.gif
https://media.giphy.com/media/oOGc4pXsX22XjE2eTA/giphy.gif
https://media.giphy.com/media/kI9406irKjqLpGuevW/giphy.gif
https://media.giphy.com/media/7NIUcG6xYjInPVPwNz/giphy.gif
https://media.giphy.com/media/tZqWtZ1Rql27MXapWG/giphy.gif


CORECore
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SAMPLE

MIX & MATCH WORKOUT BUILDER 

EXERCISES

PLANK

DEAD BUG

RUSSIAN TWIST

SUPERMANS

PLANK WITH HIP DIP

REVERSE CRUNCH

SIDE PLANK

AB BICYCLES

https://media.giphy.com/media/39wjDz1y3UI51qgv4K/giphy.gif
https://media.giphy.com/media/1gdx2vgrpOX2p1MqSm/giphy.gif
https://media.giphy.com/media/J0DBsawoq4hLLKzk8M/giphy.gif
https://media.giphy.com/media/U6M7Cok9nm6rGfg2BX/giphy.gif
https://media.giphy.com/media/Pihv2leEf9UKQdloXA/giphy.gif
https://media.giphy.com/media/ZCThu3R3w9IMoZwD3m/giphy.gif
https://media.giphy.com/media/XbU37dZrAd9zVRkR23/giphy.gif
https://media.giphy.com/media/cM8tzmeTY0SYMz6VGj/giphy.gif


Here’s how to make the most of your Mix &
Match Workout Builder:

Choose 1 exercise from each section of the 
circuit (1 cardio, 1 upper body, 1 lower body, 
1 core, and 1 more cardio).

Write your exercises on a piece of paper so 
you always know what your next exercise is.

Load up a playlist of your favorite workout
songs, because ….

… it’s go time!

TOGETHERTogether
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PUTTING IT ALL

MIX & MATCH WORKOUT BUILDER 

Warm up for 5-8 minutes with cardio and bodyweight movements
(walking, squats, arm circles, etc.) that gets your blood flowing and
warms up your muscles and joints.

Complete your Mix & Match circuit nonstop (including the rest
periods!) for a total of 15-30 minutes. Listen to your body and take
more breaks if needed.

Cool down for 5-8 minutes with light movement and stretches to bring
your heart rate back to normal.

5 MINUTE 
WARMUP

MIX & MATCH
CIRCUITS

5 MINUTE 
COOLDOWN

WORKOUT
DONE

+ + =



If you’re doing your exercises
for 30 seconds, each circuit
will take about 5 minutes. 

3 rounds = 15 minutes
4 rounds = 20 minutes

CIRCUITSCircuits
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HOW MANY

MIX & MATCH WORKOUT BUILDER 

SHOULD YOU DO?

If you’re doing your exercises
for 60 seconds, each circuit
will take 6½ minutes.

3 rounds = about 20 mins
4 rounds = 26 minutes

OPTION 1 OPTION 2



EXTRASExtras
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A FEW IMPORTANT

MIX & MATCH WORKOUT BUILDER 

Not every workout needs to be “killer” or
super intense. If you work out hard one
day, think about going a little easier the
next.

As a general rule, give muscle groups 48
hours off between challenging workouts
(i.e., if you do a hard leg workout on a
Monday, wait until at least Wednesday to
train them again). 

If body composition change is a goal,
make sure your food intake is in alignment
with that is a goal. We can help. Our
EnergyPLUS + Solution can help you find
the perfect balance for results – without
feeling deprived. It has helped hundreds
people just like you finally feel better, look
better, and live better!

Health guidelines recommend getting at
least 150 minutes a week of moderate-
intensity activity, and at least 2 days a
week of activities that strengthen muscles.



LEARN MORE HERE

Our EnergyPLUS + Solution
works because of our time
tested individualized
coaching strategies that will
give you all the tools you
need to finally reach your
goals and sustain them for
life.

EVERYTHING'S EASIER WHEN YOU HAVE A

COMMUNITY

Customized eating plan tailored
for you and your lifestyle

Workouts you can do anywhere
that WILL get you results
1-on-1 and group coaching…
adding ACCOUNTABILITY to your
health journey 

Regain energy you've been missing

Reduce pain and inflammation

Get rid of that stubborn body fat

AND IT GETS EVEN BETTER...

Behind You.

http://www.totalwellnessforyou.com/onlinecoaching


At Total Wellness for You, our passion is to help
you feel better, look better, and live better using
strategies that fit into your lifestyle.

If you're a busy man or woman looking for a
better way to get healthy so you can live the
quality of life you've always dreamed of, we
want to invite you to experience a simpler
approach that's already gotten hundreds of
people just like you amazing results.

We’d love to be part of your health and wellness
journey.

Coach Michelle
Michelle@TotalWellnessForYou.com
www.TotalWellnessForYou.com

EASYEasy
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MAKING A HEALTHY LIFESTYLE

TO JOIN OUR FREE
You;'re invited

FACEBOOK COMMUNITY
We offer free workouts, recipes, tips, and so much

more! Join our Facebook Community here...
 

www.Facebook.com/Groups/TotalWellnessForYou
 

https://www.facebook.com/groups/totalwellnessforyou

